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RICH GETS RICHER AFTER WIN IN EVENT #8 

David Rich takes down the $400 No-Limit Hold’em Turbo event 

David Rich just took down the $400 No-Limit Hold'em Turbo event at the Bicycle Casino 
World Series of Poker Circuit to earn the first gold ring of his career. 

The one-day Turbo event made for a fast-paced tournament that reached its final table 
after less than four hours of play. Rich got off to a good start and became the chip leader 
early on – a lead that he held on to until the tournament was over.  

“I don’t want to say this because it makes me sound like an egotistical asshole, but; my 
opponents played too many un-raised pots and I was able to pick up a lot of blinds because 
of it,” Rich answered when asked about how he used his big stack to his advantage. 

Rich’s largest WSOP career score came last month in the World Series of Poker Main event, 
in which he placed 590th for $21,600. He admits that his play has been improving later in 
life, as his mindset have changed for the better. 

“I have been learning about Buddhism and after getting rid of my attachment to desire, I 
have been playing so much better. After playing long enough, you know what to do at the 
poker table, but the hard part is execution – it is hard to execute all the time. Lately I have 
been in a flow state, and it has been working out,” said the Rich after winning his first 
WSOP ring. 

Rich outlasted 119 entrants to earn $10,935 and his first WSOP Circuit gold ring. He also 
earns a seat in the Tournament of Champions, which will be held in Las Vegas in the 
summer of 2022. 

 



 

 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER

Name:    David Rich 
Nationality:  US 
Birthplace:    Bronx, NY. 
Current Residence:   Los Angeles, CA. 

Age:     55 
Profession:    Music Licensing  
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0
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FULL RESULTS 
DAVID RICH’S OFFICIAL WSOP PLAYER PROFILE 
OFFICIAL WINNER PHOTO 

https://www.wsop.com/tournaments/results/?aid=1&grid=4886&tid=20005&dayof=200051&rr=5
https://www.wsop.com/tournaments/results/?aid=1&grid=4886&tid=20005&dayof=200051&rr=5
https://www.wsop.com/players/profile/?playerid=74859
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https://www.wsop.com/pdfs/reports/20005-winner-photo.jpg

